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Demographic 
Information

(e.g.: age, 
gender, location, 

education)

Psychographic 
Information
(e.g.: interests, 
values, goals, 
pain points)

Behavior 
Information
(e.g.: online 

habits, 
purchasing 

habits, brand 
loyalty)

Open Ended 
Questions 

(e.g.: pain points, 
problems, 

features/benefits)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FkOx88LI4T6pxxEU87F-HohJuATrGk2Hq88Nmn3AnPY/template/preview
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FkOx88LI4T6pxxEU87F-HohJuATrGk2Hq88Nmn3AnPY/template/preview


Curating this information may seem time consuming and complicated. Fortunately, there’s 

lots of free resources available to capture this information. We’ve highlighted a few below:

Web Analytics 

Software

Utilize web analytics software, such as Google Analytics, to gain valuable insights into 

demographics and psychographics of your website visitors.

Social Insights
Leverage your social media presence and follower data to gather valuable context on 

demographics and interests of your audience.

Social Listening
Monitor conversations about your company or category on platforms like Twitter and 

Reddit to gain a deeper understanding of customer wants and needs.

Customer Reviews
Analyze online customer reviews of your company or competitors to extract valuable 

insights regarding psychographics, behaviors, and open-ended feedback.

Google Forms
Conduct surveys using Google Forms to gather opinions and feedback from 

colleagues, enabling data-driven decision-making based on identified identifiers.

ChatGPT
As a last resort, engage with ChatGPT to ask critical questions and analyze 

responses to gain additional insights when other sources are insufficient.



To build a richer customer 

profile, adding customer specific 

open-ended questions is 

particularly powerful. 

Fortunately, ChatGPT is 

excellent at helping you find 

these questions.

Prompt:

“Generate a set of open-ended 

questions to understand the 

needs, behaviors, and 

preferences of consumers in the 

[insert industry] industry, 

specifically focusing on 

customers who frequently use 

[insert product/service] for 

[insert activity/purpose].""



In the included 

example, details 

covering 

demographic, 

psychographic and 

behavioral elements 

have been defined.

In addition, opened-

ended questions 

have been filled in 

with succinct 

answers to the 

questions:



"Given the detailed customer data provided, please create three comprehensive consumer personas for 

our brand that offers [Specify Product/Service].

In your response, ensure to include: A name and a tagline for the persona. The persona's age, gender, 

and location. The persona's occupation and income level. Key interests, hobbies, and pastimes of the 

persona. The core values and beliefs held by the persona. Goals, aspirations, and motivations of the 

persona. The main pain points and challenges faced by the persona. The persona's purchasing habits, 

including research methods, decision-making process, and factors influencing the purchase. How the 

persona uses the product/service and the primary reasons for usage. The persona's favorite product 

features and the problems they help solve. Any other industry-specific aspects that can further detail the 

persona. Use the information to create a vivid and detailed portrait of the persona, allowing us to better 

understand and serve their needs and preferences.

Below is the customer data [insert table]"





"Please provide the following details for 

each persona: Persona Name, Age, 

Gender, Location, Occupation, Income, 

Interests and Hobbies, Core Values, 

Goals and Aspirations, Pain Points, 

Preferred Shopping Method, Product 

Usage, Favorite Features.

Please fill in the respective information 

for each persona in the table.”



Prompt:

"Please provide realistic and visually 

engaging photographic prompts for 

each persona. Consider their 

demographics, interests, activities, 

and the unique benefits of our 

[INSERT PRODUCT/SERVICE]. 

Aim to capture images that reflect 

real-life situations and evoke a 

sense of realism. Please provide 5 

prompts for each persona."







Interests

Surfing, traveling, camping, and beachside BBQs.

Core Values

Quality, sustainability, and active lifestyle.

Goals and Aspirations

Enhancing her beachside BBQ and camping experience.

Pain Points

She struggles with the durability of products, and maintaining the freshness of food in 

hot beach weather.

Purchasing Habits

Alex does online research, considers past experiences with different brands, and 

trusts well-known, reliable brands. She prefers shopping online or from specialty 

outdoor stores.

Use Case

Uses the cooler for her beachside BBQs and during camping trips. The cooler helps 

keep her drinks cold and food fresh.

Favourite Cooler Features

Alex values the cooler's capacity and its ability to maintain temperature for a long 

duration, especially in hot weather.

Additional Industry-Specific Aspects

Alex would love to see a high-end cooler with better heat resistance and easy 

portability.

Age
35 years

Gender
Female

Location
Miami, Florida

Occupation
Financial Analyst

Income Level
$90,000 per year

Adventure 

Aficionado Alex

“Rider the Waves, 

Rules the Wild”



Example Prompt:
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